
Beam Postion/Direction Determination

5 Analyzer Classes:

– BPM Class
– Raster Class
– Ideal Beam Class
– Unrastered Beam Class
– Rastered Beam Class

1 New Library:
– libBeam.so

In the BPM class, the (x,y) positions of the beam (at the BPM) are determined as follows:

X-hall = r11*x' + r12*y' + X-off
Y-hall = r21*x' + r22*y' + Y-off

x' and y' are determined from the difference-over-sum method. Other six are constants determined from 
harp scans and read from database.

In the Raster class, the position at BPMA,BPMB, and the target is calculated from the raster currents:

X(tar/BPM) = a11*current-x + a12*current-y + X-offset(beam)
Y(tar/BPM) = a21*current-x + a22*current-y + Y-offset(beam)

The six constants are read from the database.

In the Ideal Beam class, the beam direction is set to (0,0,1) and the beam position at the target is 
(0,0,0). Can be set to other values in database.

In the Unrastered Beam class, the beam positions are calculated from the BPMs; there is a phase lag. 
The Beam Position/direction are

Dir = (Pos(BPMB) – Pos(BPMA))    (Normalized in Beaminfo class)

Position at Target = Pos(BPMB) + [Posz(BPMB) / [Posz(BPMA) – Posz(BPMB)] * Dir

In the Rastered Beam class, the beam position/direction are calculated directly from the Raster Class; 
there is no phase lag.



The new libBeam.so library adds information for the second Raster, but calculates the beam 
position/direction the same way as the Unrastered Beam class.

 
What needs to be done:

1) Create new library that uses information from both Rasters.

2) Set the correct constants in the database for the Rasters

Raster Information:

Currents in (x,y) and slope of currents are sent to ADCs

In current Raster database, diagonal matrix elements are on order of 10-6.; off-diagonal elements 
are set to zero. The (x,y) offsets are set to non-zero values.

Other info is set in Raster database, but not used (i.e. Raster frequency, Raster pedestal, 
Raster-Slope pedestal).

Some properties of the Rasters:

Frequency = 25kHz
Field Integral = 3240 Gauss-cm at 40A


